Ver-Mac's **OBSERVER** is a mobile video surveillance system that comes with a high-performance IP dome camera mounted on a very compact trolley to provide an easy and rapidly deployable solution. This very light and versatile unit is the only eco-friendly product of its kind on the market.

### FEATURES AND BENEFITS

**SHORT DURATION VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SOLUTION**
A fully charged system can operate and record 24/7 for up to 5 days

**SUPER RAPID DEPLOYMENT**
5 minutes or less by 1 person

**DAY AND NIGHT VISION**
Durable and high-quality camera provides live footage or recorded images in all lighting conditions.

**RECORDING**
Records days/weeks of videos locally. Users have control on recording continuously or on schedule

**LOCAL/REMOTE ACCESS FROM ANY DEVICES**
Access videos in real time via web, iOS or Android applications or simply by connecting your PC on the local Ethernet port

**MAINTENANCE-FREE LITHIUM BATTERIES**
Provide long-lasting power with years of repetitive operation

**FAST CHARGING SYSTEM**
Recharges the batteries in less than 3 hours
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE APPLICATIONS
- Outdoor special events
- Crowd control operations
- Emergency services support
- Asset protection
- Parking lots

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT
- Operating height: 172 in. (4369 mm)
- Travelling height: 70 in. (1778 mm)
- Weight (approx.): 130 lb (59 kg)

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
- 1 x 8MP fixed IP 180° multisensors dome camera
- Video transmission via modem
- Typical operation time: up to 5 days
- Typical charge time: 2.5h
- Batteries: 44.4 A/h at 25.6V
- Battery charger: 18 amp.
- 3 legs for trolley stabilization
- Possibility to secure the unit with padlocks

WARRANTY
- 1 year on complete unit
- 2 years on electronic components manufactured by Ver-Mac